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This application is a continuation-in-part of application 
Serial No. 15,690, ?led March 17, 1960, now abandoned, 
and a continuation-in-part of application Serial No. 742, 
554, ?led June 17, 1958, now Patent No. 2,932,864, dated 
April 19, 1960. 

This invention relates to a high speed drying apparatus 
for rapid production of thin-walled or shell molds of re 
fractory material for precision casting of metal articles. 
These articles can range in size from a few ounces to sev 
eral hundred pounds. Molds are formed by the dipping 
of a destructible pattern in a refractory slurry, drying the 
refractory materials on the patterns, repeating the process 
to build up a suitable thickness of mold wall, and then 
destroying or removing the pattern material and ?ring the 
mold. 

Shell molds made for use in the well-known “lost-wax” 
process of investment casting are formed by repeatedly 
dipping the destructible pattern in ceramic slurry and 
allowing each coat to dry after each dipping operation to 
build up a thin shell comprising many layers of ceramic 
material. The destructible pattern is formed to close tol 
erances as an accurate reproduction of the desired metal 
part. The ?rst ceramic layer applied to the pattern dries 
easily but is easily damaged by expansion or contraction 
of the wax pattern. After the ?rst coat is dried and the 
pattern is again placed in the dip bath, the liquid pene 
trates the ?rst coat, whereby the drying of each successive 
layer becomes more and more dit?cult. The proper con 
ditions for drying susccessive coats are thus subject to con 
tinual change. Cracking of the shell molds is a very seri 
ous problem, particularly when wax patterns are em 
ployed, because of the very high coe?icient of expansion 
of the wax. 

Prior to applicants’ invention, many hours were re 
quired to form a satisfactory shell mold on a wax pattern. 
In a typical prior art process, the time for drying one coat 
was several hours because it was thought that the drying 
must be carried out at room temperature. Before appli 
cants’ invention, it was believed necessary to avoid rapid 
drying of each layer of ceramic material applied to the 
wax pattern because of the tendency of the shell molds to 
crack, the tendency of different layers to separate, and also 
the tendency of the binder to migrate to the surface by 
capillary attraction when the water was quickly evapo 
rated. The established prior art procedure was to dry 
slowly at room temperature in order to prevent expansion 
or contraction of the wax and to avoid low relative hu 
midities (i.e., below 50%). In fact, such precautions are 
still followed today when drying at room temperature as 
pointed out on page 21 of Foundry Trade Journal, July 4, 
1963, wherein the following statement appears: 

“Experience with shell drying in still air has shown that 
at least a 50% relative humidity is required and with these 
conditions individual coat drying times of 3 to 6 hours 
between dips are not uncommon.” 

Because of the necessity of producing high quality shell 
molds which are accurately formed and which have the 
ability to withstand the heat shock when ?lled with molten 
metal, those skilled in the art, prior to this invention, con 
sidered rapid drying highly undesirable and usually disas 
trous because of the sunsatisfactory shell molds which 
resulted. 
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Prior to the present invention, the “lost-wax” process 

was slow and expensive and was generally considered in 
ferior to the “frozen mercury” process. The present in 
vention departs radically from the teachings of the prior 
art and involves increasing the rate of production of shell 
molds by several hundred percent without sacri?ce of high 
quality. The invention involves a novel basic concept 
wherein the wax patterns are dipped in liquid ceramic ma 
terial and then passed through a long narrow tunnel which 
carries heated air through the tunnel at high velocity to 
obtain rapid drying. Means are provided for controlling 
the wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures and the relative 
humidity to obtain rapid drying of the ceramic layer or 
the shell mold surrounding the wax pattern without objec 
tionable variation of temperature of the wax pattern by 
maintaining the wet-bulb temperature substantially the 
same as the temperature of the wax pattern. The high 
velocity air does not pick up sui?cient moisture to cause 
any substantial change in the temperature of the air as it 
moves from one end of the tunnel to the other, and there 
is no substantial expansion or contraction of the wax pat— 
tern. Because the dry-bulb temperature is changed at dif 
ferent drying tunnels, it is possible to employ one endless 
conveyor to carry all of the patterns through all of the 
drying tunnels at the same velocity. Because the wet 
bulb temperature at opposite ends of each tunnel is sub 
stantially the same, it is possible to move the air in several 
parallel tunnels in one direction only toward an enclosed 
work zone containing the ceramic dip tanks and the dust 
ing apparatus even though the single conveyor must re 
verse the direction of movement of the shell molds from 
one drying tunnel to the next. 
The apparatus of the present invention permits rapid 

production of uniform thin walled molds with uniform 
permeability utilizing destructible pattern materials such 
as conventional waxes which are solid at normal room 
temperatures. Another feature of the invention is the 
ability to provide dimensional accuracy. 
One object of the present invention is to provide an 

apparatus for building up and drying a plurality of re 
fractory layers on a destructible pattern to make a mold 
suitable for precision casting within as short a time as 
three hours or even less. 

Another object is to provide an apparatus for making 
a shell mold for precision casting which is satisfactory 
and practical in every way and gives tolerances and other 
physical characteristics which are at least equal to those 
obtained by the frozen-mercury casting process. 

Still other objects, uses and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art 

. from the following description and claims and from the 
drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a plan view of an apparatus for apply 

ing wet refractory coatings around a pattern and drying 
the same in accordance with the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary elevational view taken 

along the lines indicated at 2——2 in FIGURE 1 and show 
ing the dipping enclosure and drying apparatus of FIG 
URE 1 with parts broken away and shown in section; 
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along 

the lines indicated at 3-3 in FIGURE 2 with parts broken 
away; 
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary sectional view on an en 

larged'scale of the exhaust damper system of the drying 
apparatus of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary sectional view; 
FIGURE 6 is a fragmentary view on an enlarged scale 

showing a ceramic mold formed over a pattern and sus 
pended from a continuous conveyor which carries the 
molds in and out of drying tunnels; 
FIGURE 7 is a front elevational view with parts broken 
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away of a dusting apparatus used with thdapparatus of 
the present invention; , ' 
FIGURE 8 is a fragmentary side elevational view of 

the dusting apparatus of FIGURE 7; ' 
FIGURE 9v is a fragmentary rear elevationalgview of 

the dusting apparatus of FIGURE 7; 
FIGURE 10 is a perspective view of an alternate form 

of a drying apparatus; ’ , 7 

FIGURE 11 is a fragmentary elevational view of the 
drying apparatus of FIGURE 10 with parts broken away; 
FIGURE 12 is a'fragmentary side view of the drying 

apparatus of FIGURE 10; ’ , , 

FIGURE 13 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to 
. FIGURE 3 and taken generally at the line 13-713 of 
FIGURE 15 ‘showing a modi?ed form of the apparatus 
of this invention; ' , > 1 

FIGURE 14 is a fragmentary top plan view of the. 
apparatus ofyFIGURE 13 ‘with parts omitted and 
broken away and shown in section; and . p I I 

FIGURE 15 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
taken substantially at the line 15-45 of FIGURE 13. 

. Referring more particularly to the-drawings in which 
like parts are identi?ed by the same numerals through 
out the several views, FIGURES 1 to 9 show one form 
of apparatus for performing the process described in ap 

parts 

plicants’ U.S. Patent:No. 2,932,864 and described in their‘ 
application Serial No. 15,690, ?led March 17, 1960. ‘In 
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performing‘this process the temperature of the wax or . 
other pattern material is preferably held substantially 
constant from the time the pattern‘ is formed until the 
pattern is removed from the shell mold. A room tem 
perature in the range of 70 to 80° F. is selected as the 
pattern temperature and this temperature held 'even 
though the processing is continuous and fast. 
ceramic coatings are quickly yet safely dried using a high 
velocity air stream which has a wet bulb temperature equal 
to that temperature originally selected for the pattern. 
The dry bulb temperature of the air stream may be main 
tained at any point from the wet bulb temperature up-* 
ward, say generally about 85 to 110° F. using a Wet bulb. 
of 75° F. The dry bulb temperature used is dependent 

' upon the number of wet layers to bedried, the nature, 

The wet" 

. leg 16. ‘ ' 

35 

40 

of the ceramics and pattern materials andgthe. 'con?guraw ' 
tion of the mold. ' ' 

A plan view of apparatus for practicing the present in-" 
vention is shown in FIGURE 1. This consists of a dry- . 
ing apparatus A which comprises a seriesof connected 
tunnels 5, 6, 7., 8, 9, 10 and'll, which are U shaped in 

45 

horizontal.cross-section, and a series of dip tanksfwhich ' > 
are located adjacent the entrance of each of the drying 
tunnels within working enclosure B which also houses L50 

dusting apparatuses by‘ means of which wet molds are '_ 
sanded or dusted with relatively ?neparticles of refrac 
tory material. Enclosure B; also serves as a soaking pit V ' 
in which partially processed ceramic molds may be stored 
temporarily between passes through the ' drying tunnels 
or where molds may be stored overnight without harm. ' 

' The mold and pattern assembly and the means of han- ’ 
dling the same is shown vin FIGURE 6; A handle or. 
eye 41 is molded into the pattern 38- ‘and is placed overv 
conveyor hook 58 to suspend the pattern from the con 

55 

60 

veyor. The pattern maybe referred to as a cluster,'each , 
'cluster containing a multiplicity of parts such as turbine 
blades and buckets. The shell mold is formed by dipping 
the pattern‘in a slurry of ceramic material to deposit a» 
thin layer, such as layer 39, over the, pattern. A series 
of ceramic layers deposited in this way forms the shell’ 
_mold. ~ ; I a , ' v . 

The molds are hung on a continuous conveyor chain 
12 which transports them in and out of the drying tun 
nels. Before following the‘ path of a mold. in and out 
of the drying tunnels of the drying apparatus A; the 1 
means of transporting the molds'will be discussed in fur- , 

As best seen in FIGURE, 6, the conveyor’ ther detail. 7 

means comprises a hollow rolled metal tubing 52'gwith a 

V * tunnels. 

l5 . 

. 4 - 

longitudinalslot 53 in" the bottom and a set of generally 
parallel spaced rollers 54 which ride on the inside of 
the hollow tube adjacent the slot. ' A stem 55 is rigidly 
connected to a shaft 56 upon whichrthe-rollers are ro- ; 
tat'ably mounted and extends down through the. slot to 
swivel joint 57. Hook 58 connects to swivel’ joint 57 and 
into eye .41 molded into the pattern 33. 'The swivel 57 
is preferably provided with a rubber roller 59 which rolls 
alongon a rail or'shoe 60 which ismounted on one side 
'of channel space 61. This rotates the pattern clusters as 
they are conveyed through the vtunnel. vOther suitable 
means‘ may be‘ employed to rotate the pattern clusters 
and insure even drying as they pass through the drying 

The pattern is ?rst brought to the control temperature, 
which ordinarily is room temperature at about 75 ° F. 
by being kept in the same room as the drying apparatus 
or by being kept in a‘ separate room or. by other suitable 
means. Once‘the patern has reached the‘ control tem 
perature, it is" dipped in the ?rst dip tank 18.’ The clip 
tank contains a ceramic slurry‘and deposits a wetlayer 

. of ceramic on the pattern. 7 ' 

The ‘path of-‘a wet patternthrough. drying apparatus 
A starts as a clusteris suspended on one of the hooks 53 
of the conveyor. means. The pattern with the wet coating 
'thereon is transportedby the conveyor into incoming leg 
15 of drying tunnel 5 through the header or central por—‘ 
tion 17, and thereafter out of the tunnel- through outgoing 

The cluster or mold travels throughfthe. remainder of 
drying apparatus A by going through drying tunnels 6, 
7,'$, 9, 10 and 11. After leaving outgoing leg 16 of 
tunnel 5 and before entering tunnel 6,-the dried mold is 
dipped in dip tank 19. Dipping is preferably done man-v 
ually by a worker, who may be stationed at the tunnel exit 
as shown in FIGURE 3. j Theworker unhooks the pat 
tern from hook 58, dips it, dusts it it called for, and places 
it back on'the hook. In a‘ similar manner, the mold is _ 
dipped and dried as each successive ceramic coat is built 
up. Thus, the moldpasses by dip tanks 19 through 24 
inclusive during its travel in and out of the tunnels 7 
through 10.. The mold emerges from tunnel 11 with an 
adiabatically dried coating comprising seven ceramic lay 
ers. 

‘ Inaccordance with the present invention, the incoming 
. and outgoing legs of each drying’ tunnel are contoured 
and shaped tomaintain the passage of an air stream at 
high velocity past the wet molds. For this reason, the 
mold and other air ?ow restricting objects, such as the 
hook 58,'takes up a substantial portion and often 1/3 or 

. more oi the cross-sectional area of the contoured tunnel. 
For example, FIGURE 6 shows a section of incoming 
leg 25 oftunnel 10 having side walls 66 and 67. FIG 
URE 6 is drawn to scale to illustrate the small size of the 
tunneh. ‘7 .7 ' ' " 

The cross-sectional outline of each of the. legs of the 
vother tunnel are preferably the same as leg 25 of tunnel 
10 for the best drying results. The shape of the tunnel 
legs can be varied according- to the size and shape of 
the molds being driedv'so. that the outer surfaces of the 
wet, molds are, subjected to a rapidly moving air stream 
which provides'a high ?lmcoe?’icient as previously de— 
vscribed. ‘ . V t a ' 

FIGURE 3 shows the first dip tank l?at which a man 
stands and manually removes each pattern from the con 
veyor, dips itv into the dip. tank‘and, returns it to the con 
veyor..v After the ?rst dip, the wet ceramic coating 39 

I ' next'is dusted with ceramic particles. 

As. best shown in FIGURES 7, v8 and 9, thedusting 
apparatus 35 comprises a hollow cylindrical dusting cham 
ber 43 and'a suction'fan'44,j.mount-ed on one end of 
the cylinder or ‘drum 43 vwhich draws enough air out of 

:the dusting drum to prevent the dusty. air fromescaping 
into ‘enclosure .B.' The wet‘ceramic "coatings are dusted 
vby merely holding and rotating byhand ‘a mold cluster 
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inside the drum through an open end 45; The mold 
hook rests on notch 37 of support 36. The drum is ro 
tated by a pair of driving rollers 46 and a shower of 
fine refractory particles is provided by this rotary action 
in conjunction with a plurality of buckets 47 which are 
attached along the inner circumference of the drum. The 
sand is continuously in motion, being scooped from bot 
tom of the drum by the rotating buckets and in turn 
released from the buckets by the force of gravity when 
the buckets reach the top position. 

Fines are carried into the fan 44 from the drum by 
means of conduit 43. The fines are transported out by 
the fan 44 by means of conduit 49 and into a header 
conduit 50 to a cyclone 51 where the tines are removed 
from the air stream and collected. As seen in FIGURES 
7 and 8, a support 36 is provided to more easily manipu 
late the mold or cluster while it is being sanded. 
As seen in FIGURES 1 and ‘3, the controlled quality 

air delivered to the drying tunnel 10 which has incoming 
leg 25 and outgoing leg 26, is supplied by air condition 
ing unit 68. The blower 69 of each air conditioning unit 
has a conduit 70 connected to its suction side and con 
duit 71 connected on its positive side. Blower 69 also 
supplies air to tunnel 111 which has incoming leg 28 and 
outgoing leg 29 as best seen in FIGURE 3. Located in 
conduit 71 are heating means comprising a hot water 
heating coil 72 having a plurality of metal ?ns 73, the 
coil being heated by hot water which enters the coil 
through water inlet 74 and leaves the coil through water 
drain pipe 75. Also located in conduit 71 is a means 
of supplying water to the air stream comprising an atomiz 
ing steam nozzle 7 6 which delivers steam into the heated 
air stream. 

After the air has been properly treated by heating and 
humidifying operations the air is blown into header 27 
which houses the U-shaped portions of both tunnels It) 
and 11. The stream of air coming into header 27 divides, 
part going down tunnel ‘19 and part down tunnel 11. The 
air stream entering tunnel lit, also divides, part going 
down leg 25 past wet molds and another part going past 
wet molds down outgoing leg 26 of tunnel 10. In a similar 
manner, tunnels 6 and 7, are supplied with rapidly moving 
conditioned air from header or plenum chamber 21 and 
tunnels 8 and 9 are supplied from header 23. Tunnel 5 
is supplied from a single header 17. 

Returning again to the path of the mold in drying 
tunnel 5, it is noted the ceramic coating forming the mold 
becomes gradually drier as it continues through incoming 
leg 15, around 17 and down outgoing leg 16. The time 
required for travel of the mold in the outgoing leg 16 is im 
portant since the ceramic coating might become over 
stressed if the mold is allowed to remain in the drying 
tunnel too long after becoming dry. The lengths of the 
tunnels and the speed of the conveyor must be properly 
preselected when designing the equipment. In production, 
preferably about 50 to 80% of water is removed from the 
molds in leg 15 and the molds are preferably completely 
dry just before leaving tunnel 5 whereupon they are im 
mediately dipped into a second dip tank 19 located just 
outside of drying tunnel 6. Thus a second layer of ceramic 
material is applied over the pattern, the mold again sus 
pended from the conveyor and carried in and out of tun 
nel 6 where the ?rst and second layers are dried. The 
process steps of applying sucessive layers of ceramic ma 
terial over the pattern and adiabatic drying are repeated 
in the drying tunnels '7, 8, 9, 1t} and 11. While it is not 
always necessary to dust after each dip, the procedure of 
dusting each wet layer after it is dipped is usually pre 
ferred. When the wet ceramic layers are dusted after each 
dip, the mold is built up faster, its permeability is more 
easily controlled and its strength increased. 

Referring to FIGURE 3, it can be seen that one end 
of suction conduit 79 is located near the exit and entrances 
of the tunnel so that room air from enclosure B used for 
diluting the moisture-laden air coming down the drying 
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tunnel does not pass over the molds during their adiabatic 
drying step. Referring to FIGURE 1, to further describe 
the path of the molds through drying apparatus A, the 
built-up shell molds leave drying tunnel 11 and are carried 
outside the drying apparatus A and enclosure B on the 
conveyor chain which is moved by driving means 78. 
The dried molds are removed from the conveyor chain 

after being conducted past driving means .73 and control 
panel 79 which may be used to house temperature and 
humidity controllers. The diluting air from the outside 
atmosphere preferably enters the drying chamber B from 
openings provided in the dryer for ingress and egress of 
the molds or by leakage around the doors 2 leading to the 
room B. The amount of air entering the system from 
the outside is controlled by venting some of the recycling 
air to the atmosphere. It can be seen that whatever 
amount of air is vented only an equal amount of diluting 
air will enter the system. 

In accordance with the above considerations, we have 
found that an excellent drying apparatus can be made by 
locating the suction side of each blower 69 near the 
entrance and exit openings of the dryer. The discharge of 
each blower 69 is directed through a conduit over the 
air conditioning means and enters the drying tunnels at 
the vertex of the “Us” such as the header 17 of drying 
tunnel 5. The exhaust is taken oif said conduit preferably 
between the fan and the conditioning means so that energy 
is not expended in conditioning exhaust air. The sampling 
elements of the control means which modulate each of 
the heating and humidifying mechanisms are located at a 
point in the lower conduit 71 sufficiently removed from 
the conditioning means to assure complete mixing of air 
at this control point. 
At the point of entry of the air from the tunnel into 

the suction side of each blower 69 a plenum 82 is pro 
vided with a ba?le 83 and a water pan 83a to collect ?ne 
ly dispersed particles of ceramic material which may 
be picked up from the mold and prevent their recircu 
lation. The exhaust of this apparatus enters the dip 
dust enclosure B from duct 94 to provide humidity 
as required for the processes taking place in this area. 
A cooling coil 92 more fully described hereinafter, may 
be provided to prevent excessive temperatures in this 
area. The quantity of exhaust air which is sent to this 
area and the amount it is cooled is controlled from 
elements located within the drying apparatus enclosure B. 

Referring to FIGURE 3 to illustrate the above com 
ments, means or" venting the moisture laden air from 
air conditioning unit 68 is shown comprising an exhaust 
stack 80 and a damper 81. As shown in the accom 
panying drawings, air conditioning units 84, 85 and 86 
which are identical to the unit 68 and feed air into tun 
nels 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 respectively, may be vented in a 
manner similar to air conditioning unit 68. The units 
84, 85 and 86 are vented through dryer exhaust stacks 
87, 88 and 89 respectively, which in turn along with 
dryer stack 80 of air conditioning unit 68, are headered 
into a main stack 90 by means of two horizontal flues 91. 
As best shown in FIGURES 3 and 4, the moisture 

laden air exhausted through stack 80 may be used to air 
condition and humidity room B. A relatively large con— 
duit 93 joins the main stack 90 at the juncture of main 
stack 90 and exhaust stack 80. Humidity laden ex 
haust air from the air conditioning units is diverted to 
enclosure B through condit 93 and duct 94 by means 
of main stack damper 95 and damper 96 which control 
the ?ow of moisture-laden air into enclosure B through 
conduit 93 and duct 94. The dampers, as shown in FIG 
URE 3, are connected by linkage 97 which holds the 
dampers in a ?xed position relative to each other. The 
dampers are opened and closed when the position of 
the linkage is changed by air controller 98. As seen in 
FIGURE 3, the damper plates 95 and 96 are partly open. 
As seen in FIGURE 4, when the main stack damper 95 is 
closed the damper 96 is full open. 
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As previously indicated, when damper 96 .is "open, 
humidi?ed air flows through conduit 935V and into duct . 
94 where it passes over a cooling coil 92 to reduce 
the air temperature to about room temperature before 

I reaching enclosure B. I From. duct'93' the, make-up air 
passes through enclosure B and, through plenums‘ $27 
into the air conditioning units 68,’ 84, 85. and 86. a 

In the present invention, the wet ceramic coating is‘ 
dried'rapidly yet' safely by moving, air of controlled 
quality and velocity past the shell'mold coatings which 
are‘ suspended from a ‘moving chain in a drying tunnel 
for efficient processing. This is accomplished byselec-w 
tion and maintenance of a certain’ wet bulb' tempera 
ture for the drying air, as previously indicated,‘ and by 
drying with gradually decreasing relative humidity as 
the mold- layers are built up. 'For example, when’ dry 
ing wet ceramic coatings over a .wax‘pattern and using 
air with a wet bulb temperature of 75° F. the vprime 
coat and the second coat may be quickly yet safely dried 
by air having a relative humidity of 45-55%. T her third 
and fourth coats maybe advantageously vdried with a 
relative humidity of 35-45 percent, the ?fth and sixth 
coats withrafrelative humidity of '25-30 percent and, the . 
last coat, with a relative‘ humidity of l5e25 percent. 
Thus, when maintaining, a wet=bulb temperature of 

8. 
.1 106, .107 'used to vhouse clusters 108 of wetmolds during 
drying. The fourth compartment or tunnel 109contains 
an air conditioning unit .110 to supply treated air to adi 
abatically dry the wet'ceramic'eoatings. Compartments 

. 105 and 106 are upper drying tunnel-s while 107 is a lower 
drying tunnel. Thev mold clusters 108 do not circulate 
through‘ the drying compartments, remaining stationary 

_ once in‘the compartments. While'the treated-air stream 

10 
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25 
75° F. in all of the tunnels '5 to 11,.the dry-bulb .tem- I 
perature must increase from the ?rst tunnel to the; last. ' 
The dry-bulbternperature maintained ‘by the unit 34 a 
is lower than that maintained‘ by the unit 85 which, in 
turn, is lower than that maintained by the unit 86. The 
highest dry-bulb temperature is maintained inv the .legs 
25,26, 28 and 29 by the unit 68. I . , 
'In order to accomplish accelerated jadiabatic drying 

with minimum temperature and vapor pressure differ 
ences, it is important that the velocity of the drying, air. 
stream be the maximum allowable consistent with the 
characteristics of the mold. Experience has shown that 
velocities in the range‘of 2000 ft., per minute can be 
used with molds of reasonable large, surfaces and small" 
mass withoutdanger of breakage or. blow-off of ceramic 

> particles. Molds of greater mass might blow-off at sub 
stantially higher velocities, ; there having been -estab-, 
lished no de?nite upper limit for this. 
A prime consideration is, of course, to contour on a 

?xed or adjustable basis the tunnel cross-sections so thatv 
a_ minimum area is always provided‘ andpmaximurn velo 
city willibe obtained for the least quantity of air moved. 
The speci?c drying units referred to herein have had. 

chambers with‘ cross-sectional areas in the range of 3 to 
4 sq. feet and the quantities of air have ranged from 
10,000 to 15,000 cubic feet per minute per chamber 
although air volume as low as 4,000 cubic feet peremlne 
ute could be used. 

to obtain the bene?ts of the present invention. In the 
present process, one method of .making a shell mold, of 

In any event‘a minimum‘velocity 
of at least 800—l,000- feet per minute should’ be used 
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passes rapidly by the clusters. ' , 

The air conditioningrunit 110-h-as av fan-11=_1, a steam 
nozzle 1512' and a hot water heating- coil 113. The condi 
tioned air is delivered by fan 111 into a‘feed header 114 
from where it blows down thev3 drying compartments into ' 

> return header 115 where it, is returned once again to fan 
in tunnel 109; Louvres .116 and 117 may be adjusted 
'to exhaust off a suitable amountv of wet air and -. admit 
, freshlgair intothe units. ‘ 
,ve'niently placed in, the drying'compartments by hanging 

The mold clusters 108 are con 

them'from a long slidable hanger or'a T-shaped rail 118. 
FIGURE 12' shows howsmolds \may be suspended from 
rail1=18 of compartment 106 by means of hooks 119. ' As 
noted in detail in FIGURElZ, the rail118 isT-shaped 
in, crosssection andmay be pulled out as illustrated in dot 
dash lines in FIGURE. 12'so that the mold clusters 108 
can be suspended from the rail conveniently by a worker. 
A rail 118 is located in each of channel spaces 105a, 106a, 
:and 107a’ which are dead air spaces‘ over compartments 
>105, 106 and .107 respectively. A rail 118 used in channel 
space 106a'over compartment 106 rides on a pair of front 
rollers 121 which are rotatably mounted on U-shaped 

I housing Y123 and has a pair of rear rollers 122 which'are 
‘rotatably mounted t-oithe rail 118' itself. 

' ‘ As also seen in ‘FIGURE 12, a door 126 for compart 
ment 106,.is rigidly connected to oneend of rail 118, and 
thedoor can be opened conveniently by handle 127. Thus 
the door and rail both ‘slide'out to a ?rst position for 
mounting of the clusters and both slide shut to a second 
position where the molds are dried adiabatically. The 
refractory coatings are dried in accordance with the 
process of U.S. Patent No. 2,932,864. ' 

. FIGURES 13, 14 and 15 illustrate a modi?ed form of 
the invention which is identical to the apparatus of FIG 

' URES 1 to 9 except for a change in the construction of 

45 

50 

the ducts adjacent plenum 82 and a. change in the appa 
ratus controlling the’ humidity of the air passing through 
duct 94.‘. - The elements 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
2s, 29, 35, 44,49, 50,58, 64, 65, 68, 69,, 70, '71, 72, 76, 80, 
81, 82, 83, 83a, 89, 90,, 91,93, 94, 95, .96, 97,98 and B 
shown in FIGURES ‘13 to .15 are the same as those used 
in the apparatus of FIGURES 1 to 9' and a further detailed 

. description is, therefore, unnecessary. The path of the 
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good strength and resistance to thermal shock, is to'apply - 
the first layer so that it is of a thickness of .005 inch to a I 
.020 inch’ and while it is still wet it is advantageous to 
dust the prime layer with ?ne refractory particles'iusingr 
su?icient force to embed the particles therein. A. method 
of dusting or sanding is» used that provides a denseuni-i 
form cloud of ?ne‘particles that strike the wet coating. 
with‘ substantial impact force. The; force is,’ of course, 
not so great that it breaks or knocks oft 'thewet prime 
layer from'the pattern. The above process is repeated 
until a multiplicityof layers is obtained, the thickness of 
thelayers generally being about’ from about .005 inch 
to .02 inch although'in some'layers the vthickness ‘may 
reach about 0.2 inch particularly when’only 2'or_ 3 layers 
are used. 1 ' ' ' 

A simple low volume ‘form of a drying apparatus is. ' 
shownin FIGURES 10 to 12 which can be used forbatch- Y. 
type drying of ceramic moldyrclusters. The generally; 
rectangular shaped dryer C has three compartments 105:, 

so 

conveyor is'shown ‘by the dot-dash line [2 in FIGURE 14. 
Theimproved drying apparatus A’ is superior to the 

drying apparatus A previously ‘described, particularly be 
cause it provides more reliable control of thehumidity in 
‘the, tunnels‘S to 1.1L Therconventional wet-bulb sensing 
element 64 andvalve control “associated with each of 
the .air conditioning units 63,, 84, 85 and 86 of the appa 
ratus A are adapted to regulate the ?ow of, water orrsteam 
,to the nozzle 76 so as‘ to‘ maintain a predetermined wet 
bulb temperature of 75° F. or so in each of the headers 
17, 21,.23 andr27, and the heatingcoils 72.. are arranged 
'tomaintain constant dry-bulb temperatures whichare 

. different for each of said headers as previously described.‘ 

70, 

This arrangementusually functions well because the out 
sideair admitted to the dipping and dusting room B nor 
mally has a speci?c humidity substantially lower than that 
‘of the air passing through the tunnels to ‘the plenums 82. 
Because the air in the enclosure B is thus drier than the 
,r-airfrecirculating in the apparatus A,'it is unnecessary to ' 

. remove water from the air before it reaches the heating 
coil-s 72. The suction created vby each blower 69 draws 
the drier‘ air from enclosure Bjinto each plenum-82 of the 
.apparatus'A so that the speci?cf humidity of the air enter 
ing each heating c'oi1172 is’ less than that required in the 
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associated drying tunnels, and additional water can be in 
jected at 76 to maintain the desired wet-bulb temperature. 

‘The proper wet-bulb temperatures can, therefore, be 
maintained in the drying tunnels of the apparatus A by the 
water-injection nozzles 76 only so long as a proper amount 
of drier air enters the plenums 82 from the room B. In 
those rare occasions where the outside air has a very high 
humidity, the apparatus A may not function in the normal 
manner. The air plenums 82 thereof may have a speci?c 

‘ humidity which is too high, not only because of the high 
humidity of the outside air entering enclosure B but also 
because some moisture-laden air in the top portion of the 
drying tunnels 5 to 111 enters the room B due to its inabil 
ity to overcome its momentum and turn downwardly into 
the plenums 82. 

In order to minimize ?ow of air through the tunnels 
directly into the dipping and dusting room B, the portions 
of the tunnels above the plenums 82 have been constructed 
as shown in FIGURES 14 and 15 to increase the ability 
of the air in each of the legs of the tunnels 5 to 11 to slow 
down and turn downwardly into the low-pressure zone at 
82. Only one chamber 145 is illustrated for apparatus A’ 
because the others are constructed in a similar manner, as 
will be apparent to one skilled in the art from this dis 
closure. 

‘ The entrance portions 142 of the drying tunnels which 
extend from the room B to each plenum 82 of the appa 
ratus A’ are provided with a length at least about equal 
to their width, and said length is several times the length 
of the corresponding portions of the apparatus A to reduce 
the tendency of the rapidly moving air in the tunnels to 
move into room B. The legs 25, 26, 28 and 29, for exam 
ple, are interconnected by connecting portions 143 to pro 
vide a large generally rectangular chamber 145 above the 
associated plenum 82., the sides of said chamber being 
closed by the side walls 144 which project laterally from 
the tunnels 25 and 29 substantially as shown in FIGURES 
14 and 15. Because the chamber 145 extends the full 
width and length of the plenum 82, there is no obstruction 
to downward ?ow toward duct portion 70. As shown 
in FIGURE 14 the chamber 145 preferably has a width 
greater than the width of each leg of the tunnels and a 
length several times its Width. 
The low pressure created in the portion 70 and the 

chamber 145 by the blower 69 draws the air from the 
room B and from the tunnel legs 25, 26, 28 and 29 into 
the plenum 82 as indicated by the arrows in FIGURE 13. 
Because of the large cross-sectional area of the chamber 
145 as compared to said tunnel legs, the air decelerates 
rapidly upon entering said chamber and can be drawn 
downwardly into the low pressure chamber before its 
momentum carries it straight into room B. A person 
standing with his face near duct portions 142 of the ap~ 
paratus A’ will not be disturbed by dust or moisture 
laden air blowing straight in from the drying tunnels as 
is sometimes the case with the apparatus A. Also, there 
is more e?’icient removal of the dust from room B. 
The amount of outside air drawn into the dipping and 

dusting room B around the doors 2, the entrance and 
exit openings for the conveyor chain, and other openings 
into said room will, of course, be equal to the total 
amount of air exhausted from the drying apparatus 
through main stack 90 and conduits 49 and 50. If this 
outside air does not have a high moisture content, the 

,automatic control of the amount of air exhausted 
through the stack 90 by the controller 98 and its wet 
bulb sensing element at 13 is su?icient to maintain the 
proper wet-bulb temperature in room B, and the appara 
tus A will function e?ectively to maintain the proper 
humidity in each of the drying tunnels. 
The apparatus A’ has been modi?ed to permit the 

equipment to function properly even if the outside air 
has a very high temperature and high moisture content. 
In the apparatus A’ the dampers 95 and 96 may be 
manually set in any desired position, and the air con 
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10 
trailer 98 may be disconnected from its sensing element 
and operated manually or omitted. If the dampers and 
their controls are omitted from the apparatus A’, the 
cooling coil 92 is unnecessary and may be omitted. As 
shown in FIGURE 13, the duct 93 of the drying appara 
tus A’ has a partition 131 and a refrigeration coil 132 
rigidly mounted therein whereby the air passing through 
the duct flows through the refrigeration coil and/ or 
through the by-pass conduit 135. The amount of air 
passing on either side of the wall 131 is controlled by one 
by-pass damper 136 and a series of cool air dampers 137 
which are mechanically interconnected and operated 
simultaneously by the piston of a double-acting con 
trol cylinder 138, the by-pass damper opening when 
the other dampers close and vice versa. The ?ow of 
?uid to the opposite ends of the ?uid motor 138 is con 
trolled by a conventional valve control 139 which is 
operably connected to the-Wet-bulb sensing element 13. 

If the wet-bulb temperature in the enclosure B goes 
above a predetermined amount, the sensing element 13 
causes the control 139 to actuate the motor 138 in a di 
rection to close or partially close the by-pass damper 136 
and open dampers 137. The recirculating moisture-laden 
air entering duct 93 then passes over the cooling coils of 
coil 132 where the moisture therein is condensed and 
removed from the system before such air reaches the re 
heat coil 140 at the entrance to the duct 94. When the 
wet-bulb temperature in room B goes above said pre 
determined amount, the motor 138 closes the dampers 
137 so most or all of the air in duct 93 passes through the 
by-pass 135. If such by-pass is relatively small, it is 
preferable to provide a blower 63 to assist the blowers 
69 moving air out of duct 93. The blower 63 is prefer 
ably mounted in duct 94 near the opening 14 leading to 
enclosure B. 
The reheat coil 140 is constructed to maintain a pre 

determined dry-bulb temperature in the room B and will 
maintain such temperature regardless of the amount of 
cooling effected by the refrigeration coil 132. The coil 
132 functions like the coil 92 to cool the air and to con 
dense and remove some of the moisture but can have a 
greater cooling capacity because of the reheating at 140. 
The refrigerant liquid which enters the coil at 133 and 
leaves at 134 can be maintained at any desired constant 
low temperature to provide the needed cooling capacity. 
The equipment described above provides means for 

maintaining a predetermined wet-bulb and predetermined 
dry-bulb temperature in the dipping and dusting room B 
and permits very accurate control of the wet-bulb and 
dry-bulb temperatures in the drying tunnels by maintain 
ing the speci?c or absolute humidity in the room B below 
the absolute humidity of the air in the drying tunnels. 
In a typical installation, when the wet-bulb temperature 
in the drying tunnels of the apparatus A is maintained at 
around 75° F., the dry-bulb temperature in the legs of the 
tunnel 5 is preferably maintained by the air conditioning 
means at about 85° F. and the dry-bulb temperature in 
the room B cannot exceed that in said tunnel 5. The 
automatic controls automatically maintain dry~bulb tem 
perature in the room B at about 75° F. to 85° F. and the 
wet-bulb temperature at about 65 to 70° F. The absolute 
humidity of the air in the room B may, for example, be 
maintained at or below 80 grains per pound of air in a 
typical installation where the wax patterns are maintained 
at a tempearture of around 75° F. 
The conditions maintained in room B depend on sev 

eral factors and will vary in different installations depend 
ing on the relative amount of air exhausted per unit of 
time, the amount recirculated through duct 93, and other 
things. The apparatus A’ and enclosure B may, for 
example, be constructed so that 1000 cubic feet per min 
ute (c.f.m.) of air passes out main stack 90, 1000 c.f.m. 
of dust-laden air passes out conduits 49 and 50 to cyclone 
51, 2000 c.f.m. of outside air in?ltrate around the doors 
2 and other openings to room B, 6000 c.f.m. pass through 



duct 93, 7000 c.f.m. pass from ,the' room B to’ the plenums ‘ 
at 82, and 7000,c.f.m. passlthrough the ducts'91. ; This 
example is merely by .Way of illustration.‘ ‘ 

The, above description is'by way of illustration, rather . 
than limitation, and it will be understood that; variations 
and modi?cations of the speci?c apparatus shown and 

5 , 

described herein may be made without departing from v 
the spirit of the invention. ’ , ' r 

Having described our invention, we claim: 
1. An apparatus for rapidly forming and‘ drying layers 

of refractory material over destructible patterns to form 
10 

~ thin-walled shell molds comprising: a series of narrow 
tubular drying, tunnels, each having an incoming leg and, 7 
an outgoing leg arranged side by side, thetwo legs of 
each said tunnel having the same length and being: open‘ 
at one end of said apparatus, enclosure means at one ‘end. 

' of said apparatus de?ning a dip-dust work room and re-" 
ceiving the open endsof. all of said legs, an endless'overr, 
head conveyor extending through‘ all of said tunnels to 
connect all the legs of the tunnels in series and to carry 
the coated patterns through all of said legs at the same 

20 

speed from the ?rst through the last tunnel, said ~con-_ 
veyor being installed to move the patterns in one direction 
through the, incoming legs and in the opposite direction 
through the outgoing legs, blower means for forcing air 
through both legs, of each tunnel in the same direction at 
a velocity of ‘at least 1000'feetvper minute, means for re 

25 

movably suspending the coated patterns from said con-I , 
veying means and for continually rotating the suspended - 
patterns as they’ move longitudinally through the legs of 
the tunnels, a series of refractory coating dip ‘tanks dis-' 
posed in said enclosure means for coating the patterns ' 
with ceramic slurry, a series of ceramic dustingimeans 
disposed in said enclosure means for applying dry ceramic 
particles to the outer surfaces of the coated patterns after 
they have been coated with the wetvslurry, each dusting 
means having means for continually imparting motion to, 
said ceramic- particles, one of said dip tanks and one of a 
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said room near each "of ‘said tunnels, each'dip tank‘ con 
taining a ceramicslurry to coatwthe patterns, each. dustingv 
means containingcerarnic particles‘ and having apparatus 
for continually imparting motion to said particles, where 
by an operator can remove the coated pattern from the 
conveyor asrit enters the dip-dust‘room from each tun 

' nel, dip it in the slurry of‘ a 'dip'tank, ‘and then move the 
wet pattern to the associated dusting apparatus to apply 
a coating of ceramic particles before the coated, pattern 
is placed on the conveyor for entry into the next drying 
tunnel, means for. regulating the humidity of the air in 
said enclosureameans, and'a series of air, conditioning 
means for regulating the humidity. and dry-bulb tempera 
ture of the airsin-said drying tunnels to maintain a pre 
determined wet-bulb temperature and a predetermined 
"dry-‘bulb temperature'in each tunnel.’ ’ . 

' 3'. An apparatusas de?ned inclaim 2 wherein each 
of said air conditioning means has a, low-pressure ple 
num ‘below said‘ tunnels and near but spaced from said 
dip-dust‘room and a header Vat-the end of the tunnels re 
mote from said room, said plenum being connected to 
‘said header by a duct below the tunnels which contains 
the blower, an airrheateryand a water-'injectionnozzle, 
each header supplying ‘conditioned air to lat-least two 
legs of the tunnels which'return the moisture-laden air to 
the associated plenum,‘ and means for continually ex 
hausting air from said last-named duct to atmosphere in 
cluding "an exhaust duct connected -to said last-named 
duct. . ‘ ' 

' 4. An' apparatus as de?ned :in claim 3'wherein each _ 
header and ‘the' plenum associated therewith are con 
nected to four legs of the drying tunnels and recirculate 
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said dusting means being positioned near each tunnel, " 
means associated with the ?rsttunnel for regulating the 
relative humidity of the air in the ?rst tunnel, means as 
sociated, with the lastrtunnel for regulating the relative 
humidity of the air in that tunnel‘ and means associated 
with the intermediate tunnels of the ‘series between ‘the 
?rst and last tunnels for regulating the relative humidityjl 
of the air in the- intermediate tunnels, said meansfor con 
trolling the relative humidity in said tunnels also serving 
as means for maintaining‘the wet-bulb temperature'in 
all of the tunnels substantially constant, whereby changes 
in the-temperatures of the patterns are minimized.) 

the air through said four legs, 
'5. An apparatus'for rapidly forming and drying layers 

of refractory material over destruct-iblepatterns to form 
thin-walled shell molds‘ comprising: a series of narrow 
drying tunnels, each tunnel-having an incoming leg and 
an outgoing leg arranged side'by side, the legs of said ' 
tunnels being open at one end-of said apparatus, enclo 
sure means at said one end de?ning an elongated dip-dust 
room andreceiving the open ends of said legs, an'endless 
conveyor extending through all of said tunnels to connect 

0 , the legs" of the tunnels in vseries and to carry'the‘coated 

2. An apparatus for rapidly forming and drying layers; , 
of refractory material over wax patterns. toform thin 
walled shell molds comprising; a series, of narrow’ dry-s 
ing tunnels, each tunnel having an incoming legxa'nd an; ,_ 
outgoing leg arranged sideby side, the legs of said tunnels, 
being open at one end of said apparatus, enclosure means 
at said one end de?ning an elongated dip-dust room and. a 
receiving the open ends of said legs, endless overhead 
conveyor means extending through all of said tunnelsv to .f 
connect the legs of the tunnels in’ series and to carry the' 60 
coated patterns through all of said legs at the same speed a 
into and out of said room, said conveyor being installed 
to move the patterns in vone direction through the incom 
ing legs ‘and'in the opposite direction through the'out 
going le'gs', each leg having‘ small cross-sectional area’ to 
facilitate ‘rapid movement of air. over the pattern, means 
for removably suspending the patterns ‘from said convey-V 

7 ing means and for continually rotating the suspended pat-1» 
terns as they move through theile'gsfof the tunnels, blower: 
means for forcing air through‘rboth legs of'each tunnel 
toward said dip-dust'room ‘and ,over, the patterns-therein 
at a velocity of at least, 800 feet per minute and for creat-_ 
ing a low pressure zone todivert such air away from said 
room and todraw additionalair from said ro'ojm'toward 
said blower means, a’ dip tankvrand a (lasting meansin; 

patterns through all of said legs at the same speed into 
and out of said room, said conveyor being installed to 
move the patterns in one direction through the, incoming 
legs'and in the opposite direction through the outgoing 
legs, each leg having a small cross-sectional area to facili 
tate rapid movement of air over the patterns, means ‘for 
removably suspending the patterns from said vconvey-ing 
means,;nieans~for forcing air through both legs of each 
tunnel towardjsaid dip-dust room at a velocity of at’ least 
800 feet per minute including a lower duct under the 
tunnel legs having a low-pressure plenum at one end near 
said dip-dust roompand a headerat its opposite end in 
communication with the tunnel legs at the ends thereof 
remote from said room, air conditioning means in, said 
'd'uct responsive’ to the temperature and moisture content 
of the. air for controlling the temperature and humidity 
‘of the‘ air entering‘said header to maintain the wet-bulb‘ 
and dry-bulb ‘temperatures or the air at predetermined 
values, an’ exhaust duct connected to said ?rst-named duct 
to remove and-recirculate ‘moisture-laden air from said 

' ?rst-named dUctLeXhaus't‘duct- means for exhausting a 
65 

' said dip-dust room‘ for returning a portion of the air'fromv 

portion of the air from said exhaust duct to atmosphere, 
a return duct connected between ;said exhaustydu‘ct and 

said exhaust duct ‘to said room, means associated with 
_' saidreturn duct for controlling the air flowing from said 

70 return, duct to saidroom to regulate the absolute humidity 
in said room and maintain said humidity below that in 

a the drying tunnels, means for ‘admitting outside airrof 

75 

lower moisture content into said room in an amount 
equal to the ‘amount of air.‘ exhausted to atmosphere, 
blower'rneans .in said lower duct for recirculating‘ a por-. 
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'tion of the air in a closed path through said exhaust duct 
and said return duct to said room and from said room 
through the open ends of the tunnel legs to said plenum 
and ‘back to said exhaust duct and for recirculating an 
other portion of the air from said header through the tun 
nel legs back through said plenum to the inlet end of the 
blower, and a dip tank and a ceramic dusting device in 
said room associated with each of the drying tunnels, 
each dusting device containing ceramic particles and hav 
ing means for continually imparting motion to said par 
ticles, whereby a large number of shell molds can be 
mass produced in said room by dipping the patterns in 
ceramic slurry, dusting the patterns at the dusting appa 
ratus and placing the patterns on the conveyor for drying 
in said tunnels. ' 

6. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 where-in a series of 
said dip tanks and a series of said dusting devices are 
provided in said dip-dust room, and suction means are 
provided to exhaust dust-laden air from each of said dust 
ing devices to atmosphere, one of said dusting devices 
being provided near the open ends of each tunnel. 

‘7. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 wherein the por 
tions of the tunnel legs over said plenum chamber are 
constructed to provide a wide unobstructed chamber ex 
tending to the‘top of said legs and extending laterally 
from the outer side of one tunnel leg to the outer side. 
of another tunnel leg to decelerate and facilitate down 
ward flow of the rapidly moving air from the tunnel legs 
to the plenum chamber. 

8. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 wherein the plenum 
chamber is provided with dust removing means compris 
ing a ba?ie and a water pan, said ba?le directing the air 
toward the water in said pan. 

9. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 wherein the air 
controlling means for said return duct includes refrigera 
tor means for condensing moisture from the air in said 
return duct to maintain a predetermined absolute humidity 
in said dip-dust room and heater means for regulating the 
dry-bulb temperature of the air in said room. 

10. An apparatus for forming and drying layers of re 
fractory material over destructible patterns to form thin 
walled shell molds comprising (1) a plurality of drying 
tunnels, each having an elongated incoming leg and an 
elongated outgoing leg, said legs ‘being arranged side-by 
side, (2) each of said legs having a small vertical cross 
sectional area for passage of said patterns to facilitate 
rapid ?ow of air, (3) the ends of said legs at one end 
of said apparatus being open, (4) overhead conveyor 
means for said coated patterns disposed in each of said 
legs and passing through the same to connect the legs 
in series, (5 ) means for removably suspending said coated 
patterns from said conveying means, (6) air conditioning 
means for forcing air having predetermined wet-bulb and 
dry-bulb temperatures into said tunnels, (7) means for 
delivering at least a portion of said air from said legs to 
said air conditioning means, (8) enclosure means sur 
rounding the open ends of said legs and the portions of 
said conveying means passing into the open ends of said 
legs, (9) collecting means for collecting a portion of the 
air in said air conditioning means and delivering it to said 
enclosure means, (10) a series of refractory coating dip 
tanks disposed in said enclosure means and positioned 
near the open ends of said elongated incoming legs, and 
(11) a plurality of mechanical ceramic dusting appara 
tuses disposed in said enclosure means and positioned 
near the open ends of said legs. 

11. An apparatus for forming and drying layers of re 
fractory material over destructible patterns to form thin 
walled shell molds comprising (1) a plurality of drying 
tunnels, each having an elongated incoming leg and an 
elongated outgoing leg, (2) each of said legs having a 
small vertical cross-sectional area not in excess of 4 
square feet to facilitate rapid flow of air, (3) the ends 
of each of said legs at one end of said apparatus being 
open, (4) conveying means for said coated patterns dis 
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posed in each of said legs and tunnels and passing through 
the same to connect the tunnel legs in series, (5) means 
for removably suspending said coated patterns from said 
conveying means, (6) air conditioning means for forcing 
air having predetermined wet-bulb and dry-bulb tem 
peratures into said tunnels, (7) means for delivering at 
least a portion of said air from some of said legs to said 
air conditioning means, (8) enclosure means surrounding 
the open ends of said legs and the portions of said con 
veying means passing into the open ends of said legs, 
(9) collecting means for collecting a portion of the air 
in said air conditioning means and delivering it to said 
enclosure means, (10) a series of refractory coating dip 
tanks disposed in said enclosure means and positioned 
near the open ends of said elongated incoming legs, and 
(11) dusting means disposed in said enclosure means for 
applying dry ceramic particles to the outer surfaces of 
the wet coated patterns, said dusting means being posi 
tioned near the open ends of said legs. 

12. An apparatus for rapidly forming and drying layers 
of refractory material over destructible patterns to form 
thin Walled shell molds comprising: at least seven narrow 
drying tunnels, each having an incoming leg and an out 
going leg arranged side by side, the legs of said tunnels 
having substantially the same length and being open at 
one end of said apparatus, enclosure means at one end 
of said apparatus de?ning a dip~dust room and receiving 
the open ends of all of said legs, each of said legs having 
a small area not in excess of 4 square feet to facilitate 
rapid movement of air, an endless conveyor extending 
through all of said tunnels to connect all the legs of the 
tunnels in series and to carry the coated patterns through 
all of said legs at the same speed, said conveyor being 
installed to move the patterns in one direction through 
the incoming legs and in the opposite direction through 
the outgoing legs, means for removably suspending the 
coated patterns from said conveying means and for con 
tinually rotating the suspended patterns as they move lon 
gitudinally through the legs of the tunnels, blower means 
forcing air in the same direction through both legs of 
each tunnel and over the patterns at a velocity of at least 
800 feet per minute, a series of refractory coating dip 
tanks disposed in said enclosure means near the open 
ends of said incoming legs to permit wetting of the pat 
terns with a ceramic slurry, a series of rotary dusting 
means disposed in said enclosure means and positioned 
adjacent the open ends of said legs for applying dry 
ceramic particles to the outer surfaces of the coated pat 
terns after they have been Wet with the slurry in the dip 
tanks, said dusting means having means for continually 
imparting motion to said particles, means for removing 
dust-laden air from said room, means responsive to the 
moisture content of the air for maintaining the wet-bulb 
temperature of the air in all of the tunnels at a substan 
tially constant value of about 70° to 80° F., means for 
maintaining a substantially constant dry-bulb temperature 
in the ?rst tunnel, means for maintaining a materially 
higher dry-bulb temperature in the last tunnel, and means 
for maintaining a substantially constant dry-bulb tem 
perature in an intermediate tunnel higher than the dry 
bulb temperature of the ?rst tunnel but less than the 
dry-bulb temperature of the last tunnel. 

13. An apparatus for mass producing ceramic shell 
molds on wax patterns comprising a series of narrow 
drying tunnels, each having an incoming leg and an out 
going leg arranged side by side and being open at its 
opposite ends, enclosure means forming a closed dip-dust 
room that is elongated in a direction transverse to the 
tunnel legs, a series of dip tanks in said room, each con 
taining a ceramic slurry, a series of ceramic dusting appa 
ratuses in said room, each dusting apparatus containing 
ceramic particles and having means for continually im 
parting motion to said particles, one dip tank and one 
dusting apparatus being located near each drying tunnel, 
an endless overhead conveyor extending through all of 



said tunnels totconnect all of the tunnel le'gs iniseries, ‘7 
a pair of laterally spaced air conditioning ducts extend-v 
ingin a direction generally perpendicular to said dip-dust 
room and located under ‘said dryingtunn'els, each of said I 
ducts being closed at one end by a hea er that is con 
nected to the adjacent tunnel legs and ‘having a plenum 
at its opposite‘ end near said dip-dust room, blower means ~ 
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"moisturewontent for regulating the temperature, and 

in each duct'for forcing airv to the header and through - ' 
the tunnel legs and for recirculating such air from said 
tunnel legs through the plenum and said" duct, the tunnel 
legs discharging the air downwardly into each plenum and 

'10 

, admitting additional air to said plenum from saiddip-dust ' ‘ 
room, each of said blower meansdrawing saidladditional > 
air from said room into its duct and forcing an equal . 
amount of air out of said duct through an; exhaust duct, 

' the exhaust ducts for both ofsaid air conditioning ducts 
being connected to a main exhaust duct, which exhausts 
a minor portion of the exhaust air to atmosphere, and also 
being connected to a common return duct, whichcarries 
the remainder of the exhaust air “ha-cl; to said dip~dust 

' room, openings for admitting fresh outside air to said 

15" 

room in an amount equal to that exhausted to atmosphere, . ' 
means in said return duct for automatically controlling’ I 
the air recirculated into said room to regulate‘the humidity v _ 
in said room, and air conditioning‘ means in ea-ch'of said ‘‘ 
?rst-named ducts responsive to the air temperature and ' ‘I MICHAEL‘VVKBRINDISI, Primary Examiner. 

humidity of the air entering the associated header to main; 
tain a predetermined :Wet-bulb and, a predetermined dry 
bulb temperature, the air conditioning means for the dif 
ferent drying ‘tunnels beingcconstructed to maintain the 
Wet-bulb temperaturebetweenVO" and 80° F. and at 
about the same value, 
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